With packages ranging between 12,000 to 100,000 lumens, multiple control options and lenses that can disperse light between 30 to 120 degrees. The Alliance linear LED high bay gives customers more lighting flexibility than most other high bay products currently on the market.

Greatest lumen package offering (12L-100L)
- Helps customers optimize their high bay work environments for employees and enhance workplace safety.

Broad range of efficacies (122-172 lm/W)
- Greatest flexibility for energy efficient solutions to projects

Industry leading ambient temp of 55 degrees
- Supports a wide range of non-temperature controlled environments

Optional high-transmission, impact-resistant, clear & frosted acrylic lenses
- Multiple options for various applications and aesthetic appeal

Choice of two high performance distributions in wide and narrow/aisle (30 degree)

Length: 2’ and 4’
- Flexibility to meet different lighting needs.
- Easy installation in most standard drop-ceiling configurations

In addition, the next generation of Alliance is among the most energy efficient high bay units available. It has various length and lens options that provide a lumens per watt range of 123 to 172, which saves energy and lowers costs compared to more traditional lighting products. This allows customers to qualify for energy rebates because the new product is compliant with DesignLights Consortium (DLC) standards.

CCT options: 4000K & 5000K
Dimming: 0-10V down to 5%

10 watt and 20 watt EM options available
- Multiple battery backup options to suit various building needs

Available with Bluetooth programmable P2P sensors and dimming control systems
- Facility supervisors and others responsible for property management can easily use their smart phones to program and manage their lights - regardless of physical obstructions. This makes it simple to set timers on new LSI lights, program them to react to motion, account for ambient light and more.

5-year warranty
Made in USA
- Faster customer service and product shipments to domestic customers compared to offshore manufacturers.
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